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N4310W – Multi-Engine Training Available! 
 

Leighnor Aircraft is ready to start offering multi-engine flight 

training!  We also expect to be able to rent this aircraft to 

appropriately qualified pilots that meet the minimum 

requirements.  

 

Flight instructors Brad Hayman and JJ Johnson will be leading our 

multi-engine training program. Brad is a long-time multi-engine 

pilot who owns a Cessna 310 and Beechcraft Duke and flies both 

aircraft routinely, so he’s well versed in multi-engine aircraft 

operations.  

 

The pilot and instructor requirements are as follows: 

 

• 250 hours total time 

• Instrument rating 

• 50 hours multi-engine time AND 25 hours in type … OR 

• 10-hour checkout with specific number of landings in the Baron 

 

Fly It Like You Own It 
 

One of the major costs of an aircraft rental 

company or flight school is aircraft maintenance.  

Just running an aircraft incurs expense, what none 

of us need is unnecessary expenses. 

 

We’ve had a more than few maintenance expenses 

that have been caused by poor procedures, 

inattention, and carelessness. These expenses 

range from being on the brakes during a landing, 

ink on aircraft seats, master switches left on, 

aircraft inadvertently run into hangars and posts to 

trivial things like trash left in an airplane. 

 

Just as an example, the incident pictured at the 

right. A flat tire on landing that had to be caused by 

a pilot on the brakes, a new tire completely trashed 

along with the inner tube and a $100 tow to the 

ramp from Cutter. Add in the mechanic time to fix 

this flat and the total cost of the incident is easily 

nearing $1,000.  Not to mention some aircraft down 

time which means pilots can’t fly, resulting in revenue loss. 

 

These costs must be made up by the hourly rental rate of the aircraft. We know for a fact that none of 

the mentioned problems were deliberate actions. They were incidents that just happened.  
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(Continued on page 2) 

Fly It Like You Own It (continued) 
To keep costs down for pilots, we’re asking for everyone’s help. These are simple suggestions that will 

help prevent unecessary maintenance costs which will help mitigate the need for rental rate price 

increases. 

 

Here’s how you can keep aircraft rental costs lower: 

 

1. Follow proper procedure in aircraft operations, be very aware of your feet during landing. 

2. Always check the master switch before you leave the cockpit. 

3. For ramp operations, stop the aircraft out on the taxiway and use a towbar to turn the aircraft 

and push back into a ramp parking space. 

4. Have spotters when taking an airplane in and out of a hangar. Don’t be afraid to ask for help!   

5. Don’t leave trash in the airplane; empty water bottles, oily paper towels, and empty oil 

bottles should be picked up and thrown away when you leave the airplane.  

6. Watch pens in pockets – we’ve had several seats inadvertently marked by stray ink pens. 

7. Fly at lower power settings when you can – this saves fuel as well as wear and tear on the 

engine. 

 

We have some very nice aircraft, including a brand-new 2021 Cessna 172. Many of our other aircraft 

have had significant upgrades, such as our 182. Help us keep these aircraft in great condition, rental 

costs lower, and aircraft availability higher because they’re not in unnecessary maintenance. 

 

The title of this article is “fly it like you own it”. If you treat rental aircraft like it was your own 

personal plane, then there’s a pretty good chance the aircraft will be well cared for! 

 

Squawks 
 
A “squawk” is a problem with the aircraft and can be entered by pilots, 

Leighnor Aircraft staff and our mechanic’s team. 

 

We need pilots to enter squawks, or at least ask Leighnor Aircraft to enter a 

squawk, when something is not right with the airplane. If we don’t know about 

a problem, our mechanics cannot fix it! The squawk is the pilot’s 

communication vehicle to our mechanic’s team to report a problem. 

 

We’ve had several cases where problems have been found on an inspection 

that should have been squawked. This causes several problems: 

 

1. The inspection (typically the 100-hour) gets extended longer, thus creating more aircraft down time. 

2. A problem that isn’t critical but causes a poor rental experience does not get reported and corrected, 

thus causing more poor experiences. 

 

If our mechanics do not know about a problem or a poor experience – we can’t fix it! We’d far rather close a 

squawk out as not a problem then let an actual problem slip through the cracks. 
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Website New Feature – The Knowledge Base 
 

In January, Leighnor Aircraft launched a new 

feature on our website – the knowledge base.   

 

Prior to the January website updates, Leighnor 

Aircraft did have a FAQ page which attempted to 

answer many of the questions we get in the day-to-

day operation of our business. What the FAQ page 

did not address was tutorial level information. 

That’s now been rectified with the knowledge base!  

 

For example, some people do struggle with 

understanding how Flight Schedule Pro works. The 

knowledge base has step-by-step instructions, using our aircraft and our processes to show users how 

to do operations in Flight Schedule Pro. Many articles will have annotated screenshots that will walk 

you step-by-step through an operation. 

 

There’s also a section in the knowledge base for Leighnor Aircraft operations, which explains things 

like fuel reimbursements and 24-hour access procedures.  

 

The knowledge base is also fully searchable. So, you can look for topics without having to read 

through every article. We plan to continue to expand information in the knowledge base as questions 

come up. We’ve also rebuilt the FAQ page using this tool as well. How do you get to the knowledge 

base? There are several ways: 

 

1. On the main website menu “Info”, select “Knowledge Base”. 

2. On the footer of every webpage, there is a link to “Knowledge Base”. 

3. You can go directly to the knowledge base by entering the URL 

https://kb.leighnoraircraft.com in your browser’s address line. 

 

Aircraft Operational Notes 
 

• C-162 Skycatcher N162BS – has returned to service. The PFD has been replaced and new 

Garmin updates have been installed.  

• A-22LS Foxbat N270L – should return to service by end of February. The engine has been 

reinstalled, there is one additional repair to do. 

 

Leighnor Aircraft Amazon Shop 
 

On our website we have created an Amazon shop. This page is a listing of currated products that 

should be of interest to many pilots. Purchasing from this link on our page does not cost the buyer 

any more money, but it does benefit Leighnor Aircraft.  Check it out here: 

https://www.leighnoraircraft.com/amazon-shop/  

 

https://kb.leighnoraircraft.com/
https://www.leighnoraircraft.com/amazon-shop/
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A Look Ahead 
 

There is a lot coming in 2022! 

 

One of the biggest new features will be the launch of the student portal within Flight Schedule Pro. 

The portal is a tracking tool that will allow students and their instructors to see at a glance where they 

are at in their flight lessons. We anticipate this portal coming online during the first quarter of 2022.  

 

We are partnering with The Pilot Institute, which is another local Prescott business, for online 

instruction services. They have broken the information needed for the knowledge test down into very 

discrete segments which are easy to view and digest the information. We will also continue to offer 

our on-ground ground school periodically as well as other class room presentations. 

 

We have already launched “The simulated flight experience” which is for an introductory flight in the 

full-motion flight simulator. 

 

We will be offering in the near future some package plans, which include: 

 

• Multi-engine Package  

• The Pilot Quickstart Package (next step up from a Discovery Flight) 

• Zero to Solo – exactly what the name says! 

• Full Private Pilot 

 

Look for these plans to come out in the next month or so. 

 

We are very committed to kids and aviation, we will be partnering with the Cottonwood EAA chapter 

for their Young Eagles rally in April of this year. We are also looking to do a kids day in the sim and 

flight line in the same timeframe.  

 

Leighnor Aircraft’s prime directive since our founding has been to simply get a little bit better, each 

and every day. If you have any ideas or suggestions, we’re always willing to listen.  

 

Lance & Debbie Leighnor 

Owners, Leighnor Aircraft 

 


